Congratulations are in order for our Longsden Street and Commercial Plant Pugh's Crews. The excellents won the first place award for Best Commercial Clean-Up in both categories. The Longsden Street Crew has been recognized with a year-end award from the GCA. New recognition is also given to our Commercial Plant's Tri-Wax Rigger, Matthew D. Our Team also received the prestigious City of Dallas Environmental Award for our efforts.

Our thanks go to Tom King and the Cattleman's Bank for their support of the Longsden Street crew. Their dedication to the community is truly appreciated.

The Longsden Street Crew has been working hard to keep the streets clean. They have made a significant impact on the local community by their efforts.

Our Team

Our thanks to all our crew members who have contributed to the success of the Commercial Plant Pugh's Crews. Your hard work and dedication have made a difference.
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